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Includes: 1 set of die boards with blades for cutting,
and 1 set of foam boards without blades for spacing.

Handle blade boards with care.
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the innovative technology of 

Bullseye™ nested Dies will change 

the way you quilt! With one set of 

blade boards and one set of foam 

boards, you can create multiple die 

combinations to cut full shapes, rings 

and more! expand your collection 

while saving time, money and space! 

Mix, match and layer Bullseye™ dies 

for a wide range of possibilities.

Add the Bullseye™ Circles-Odd Die 

Set (50361) to your collection and 

get an infi nite number of circle and 

circle ring options!
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How to Cut Full Circles
1. Select circle size.

2. take the blade board that corresponds with the 
circle size you wish to cut. 

3. Place the blade board in your Studio™ die tray, 
FOAM SIDe uP.

4. take the inner foam boards and fill in the center of 
the blade board.

5. take the foam board that is one size larger than 
your blade board and place it as the outer ring. 

6. Apply fusible web to fabric if desired. Layer or fanfold your fabric. You 
can cut up to 10 layers of 100% cotton quilting fabric at a time. 

	 TIPS: Fusible web counts as a ½ layer. Remember to keep the 
lengthwise grain towards the Studio handle to minimize the stretch 
of the fabric as it rolls through the cutter.

7. Place your Studio Cutting Plastic on top.* 

8. roll through the Studio™ Fabric Cutter. 
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*Recommended Cutting Plastic:  
Studio	Cutting	Plastic-Jumbo	(10”	x	12”)	and	
Studio	Cutting	Plastic-Mini	(5”	x	6”)
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